Quarterly Report to the Executive Committee
Q4 2012
Another busy quarter had past which bring us to the end of this great year for South America.
Featuring VATSUR, some staff changes took place in order to give focus on ATO development. We are
looking forward to see the first Spanish ATO certified over the next quarter.
The last half of the year went through with great events and a lot of engagement from our ATC and pilot
members. VATSUR is also working hard to improve the events platform and to collaborate with the GRP
amendments with a trial of S3 to C1 CTR solo training.
I will like to take this time of celebration to thank every member of South America for joining us and
specially for those staff members (we are over 40 people) for their commitment representing our region
on a daily basis!

Up next, our regional membership statistics and divisional reports.
Thanks for choosing VATSIM South America!

Daniel Abellá
Regional Director, VATSIM South America Region.
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4TH QUARTER REPORT 2012
STAFF
Our ATC Training Director, Agustin Miglino, has resigned his duties and we are now in the process of
searching for new candidates. Juan Cabral has joined the team as Pilot Training Director who will be
responsible for developing the ATO for our division.
Board of Directors:

TRAINING
We are reviewing all the courses and examinations of our training center to be able to make it more
efficient, educative and professional possible. In addition we are developing an operative manual to
standardize all the procedures of the division to avoid significant differences in services ATS of the
different countries. We have improved our training management console, errors are eliminated and it has
become much more effective than the last one.
Promotions:
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MEMBERSHIP
VATSUR-Total members

PERCENTAGE OF MEMBERS
Paraguay
1%

Venezuela
11%
Uruguay
6%

Argentina
29%

Peru
9%

Ecuador
8%

Bolivia
4%
Colombia
16%

Chile
16%

We had a normal and similar movement with the last quarter. The members without rank ATC are those
that there are in greater amount. We have predicted to have a similar activity in the next quarters due to
the activity of our division. We hope to improve it with the course of the time.
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ONLINE ACTIVITY

PERCENTAGE OF ATC HOURS PER vACC
Paraguay
0,4%
Venezuela
21%

Bolivia
3%

Uruguay
15%

Peru
5%

__________________________
Pablo Maciel (1063330)
VATSUR Divisional Director
vatsur1@vatsur.org
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